UK company seeking technical expertise for online virtual tourism and education platform through a joint
venture agreement
Ref : TRUK20201030001
Partners would help to create truly immersive virtual tours and educational experiences by optimising the
platform's Wi-Fi, 4G, and 5G broadcasting and by integrating 360° live streaming and extended reality into
the platform's existing technology. Partnerships would be on a joint-venture or financial-agreement basis.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) solutions for travelguide for planning individiual journeys
Ref: TRDE20211028001
A SME from the south of Germany is active in the field of publishing travel guides. For a web supported
individual planning of round trips, they are looking for partners in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) or web
scraping online. For this purpose, their travel guide content is made available for evaluation and they are
looking for a research cooperation.
Looking for innovative solutions for the systematisation of analytical data for the conservation of cultural
heritage assets (capture of multispectral images, spatial positioning, sampling "in situ"...)
Ref: TRES20211202001
The Spanish regional public body has published a preliminary market consultation (innovative public
procurement) that is focused on finding innovative solutions to achieve the correct conservation of cultural
heritage through study, analysis and characterization as a basic element in decision-making. The consultation
is open until December 24, 2021. The partner sought could be SME, academia or R&D centres, under technical
cooperation agreement.
A Bulgarian tour operator is ready to offer new tourist packages to its customers and is looking for partners
abroad that can offer interesting destinations and exciting packages after the Covid-19 pandemic - a
commercial agency agreement offered (Ref : BRBG20210601001)
A Bulgarian tour operator with an extensive client list is looking for international partners to sign a
commercial agency agreement and offer their tour packages on the Bulgarian market. The Covid-19 crisis has
created a new "hunger" for exciting destinations and tour packages. The company is looking for those
interesting packages that their clients demand. The company is looking mostly for European destinations like
Greece, Cyprus, Italy, Spain etc. (suitable for summer beach tours and vacations) and Germany, Austria,
France etc. (suitable for winter sports and vacations) but is also open for proposals outside of the European
Union.
German start-up with innovative accommodation system along the bike & waterways is looking for
partners under distribution services agreement (Ref : BRDE20211006002)
Local partners and system cooperations are sought for innovative system hotels with overnight
accommodation facilities and smart micro-mobility along the bicycle and water routes between Berlin,
Hamburg, Copenhagen, Malmö and Szczecin incl. the Baltic Sea coast and islands of the region. German startup is looking for cooperation under distribution services agreement.

Ulteriori ricerche partner possono essere consultate gratuitamente dal
database della rete Enterprise Europe Network cliccando sul link:
https://een.ec.europa.eu/partners

